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Asset Tracking is a location based service that helps you track the safety and location of assets such as 
cargo, documents etc while in transit, anytime, anywhere

In our system each and every consignment dispatched will be tagged with our tracking devices.This will 
enable the concern authorities to track their consignmet when it is on the move.The system will give 
Tracking via SMS or GPRS, Real time GPS locating will be shown on the back-end. 

We can also Set automatic tracking by distance or time interval, in this after travelling certain distance 
or time the device will send its loaction to the Back-end. The actual location name can be given via 
SMS or internet. We have also given SOS panic button in case of worse situations like accidents or 
loots with the help of which emergency alerts can be send.

The device is capable of providing LBS support and we can also locate their position even under subway. 
The device has a 4MB data logger for network blind area.

Our Solution 



The devices will be powered by 1375 mAh inbuilt rechargeable battery, which will provide provide 2days 
back-up and 15 days standby. This will be charged by another external source to extand the back-
up to 15 days and more.

Full Back-end servcie for the tracking system will be installed on the servers of the client for best 
monitoring.

Our Asset Tracking Services help you get real-time location information of your valuable business assets, 
on and off-site consignments. It is ideal for consigner, consignee and third party logistics service 
providers who want to benefit from real-time update of their cargo in transit.

Our Solution 



Working System 



* Quick dial button for 3 calls, talking as a mobilephone 
* Ultra low power consumption, continous working longer than 24hours, standby time more than 7 

days 
* Solar panel and Battery attackhed for back-up 
* Tracking via SMS or GPRS(TCP/UDP) 
* Real time GPS locating 
* Set automatic tracking by distance or time interval (Every 2hours or 100 KM) 
* Get actual location name via SMS or internet 
* Get position GoogleMap link via SMS 
* SOS panic button 
* Geo-fence setting, speeding alarm
* Built-in motion sensor for ultra power saving and GPRS saving
* Mileage / odometer report
* With 1375 mAh inbuilt rechargeable battery 
* 4MB data logger for network blind area
* LBS supported, can locate position even under subway

Features & Technical Specification



Manage and track your Fleet Vehicles online anytime, anywhere.

A Free client platrom will be provided on the clients server for perfect monitoring of the fleet through their own 
networks.

The system will be fully Customizable. 

The client can use their Domain name & Logo , can also personalize Login page, with a very nominal cost.

We will provide 2 free tracking platform (PC based amd Mobile Based) for tracking, no additional monthly or 
yearly charges.

Free to brand the clients LOGO.

All the products will be CE & RoHS certified.

1 year additional warranty which makes it longest 2 year of warranty

Additional Features that makes difference 



Simply Safe is founded by technocrats with a combined industrial experience of over seven decades in Multi-
national companies such as IBM, Cisco, Microsoft etc., where the founding directors worked in different 
capacities. This exposure has helped them understand the diverse requirements of the global customer base.

Simply Safe specializes in providing customized school safety and school management hardware and software, 
as well as, smart classes. Simply Safe develops the custom solution for multiple industries based on RFID and 
other Scanning Technologies.
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